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2,273 likes 5 talking about this. If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below..Q: Regular Expression for Replacing
a String Regular Expression: I am trying to do a regular expression, and I think it is right, but the text changing result isn't what I expect. The regular expression is as following: $text = preg_replace("/^[0-9]+$/","***This is the code number***",$text); The result is: ***This is the code number*** But I want to get: **This is the
code number** How should I modify the code above? Thanks. A: The function you're using is correct, but you need to add the global flag as follows: $text = preg_replace("/^[0-9]+$/g","***This is the code number***",$text); Otherwise it's only replacing the first instance. When you use a regular expression and the global flag
(g), the regular expression is searching for the pattern multiple times throughout the string. The present invention relates to an electronic document printing apparatus, and in particular to an electronic document printing apparatus used for preparing a printed product containing a mixture of an original file and a plurality of
additional files printed by the electronic document printing apparatus. In recent years, in order to improve the productivity of printed products, various kinds of documents have been mixed up and printed as one page. For example, there is an increasing demand that characters and images printed by an electronic document
printing apparatus be printed together with other additional information such as an index or a table of contents (hereinafter simply referred to as a table of contents). Various methods of printing a document having such additional information mixed up therein have been proposed (e.g., JPA-9-322511) In the prior art, the
additional information is printed in separate additional file data and combined with the main file data to prepare a final document to be printed. For this purpose, two types of file data, i.e., the main file data and the additional file data, are stored in a memory. In the printing operation,
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28 Feb 2011 Logitech cordless keyboard canada 210 driver Logitech wireless gaming keyboard/mouse drivers Logitech cordless keyboard canada 210 driver Download the latest software drivers for your computer for the following devices. No matter what type of peripheral is in your repertoire, be it a mouse, printer, scanner,
sound card, or anything else,. The mouse is a great little gadget. You might just forget you have it on and or in your pocket. While it's small, it's not small enough that it won't last a while. It's just a sure. Logitech cordless keyboard canada 210 driver Logitech cordless keyboard canada 210 driver Mice & Keyboards 24/7 UK

Support & Call Times. The Logitech m570 cordless gaming mouse is a great peripheral for PC gaming, whether you're a shooter or an RPG gamer. It's well-designed and comfortable to use. In addition, the Logitech m570 mouse has an excellent wireless technology, so you won't be tied down. Logitech Laser Mouse M4, Can-
Am. The Best Wireless Laser Mouse for a Wireless Keyboard. For people who like the Logitech laser mouse, Logitech has made similar models for your wireless keyboard.. There are some great wireless keyboards available to.000 people in the city. The sources reported that another 1,700 refugees were in the city waiting to

leave the city in order to seek safer places. The fighting between Damascus and the rebels has displaced millions of people, and over 400,000 refugees have been forced to flee their homes, either to Homs, Hama, Idlib, Daraa and Deraa, to the Syrian Golan or to neighboring countries, including Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq and
Turkey. The Syrian army said it has spent $253 million for the operation over the past five days. The report said the army was covering 1,600 square kilometers of the area of operations with its military formations and fortifications. It said it had destroyed seven tanks and 83 armored vehicles, seven armored personnel

carriers and two missile systems in addition to 13 Hummers. Fighters of the FSA have seized 17 military bases in the northern sector of Aleppo and the strategic Kweiris military airbase in the area of Khanasser, in addition to the liberated areas in the northern sector of Aleppo. The rebels also 6d1f23a050
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